
PIGEON HOLE PRINCIPLEPeter TrapaThe pigeon hole principle is easy to state: if you place N + 1 pigeons in N holes, thenthere must be at least one hole with at least two pigeons in it. (The proof amounts simplyto counting.) One may elaborate on the principle in various ways. For instance, if N + 1objects are to be placed in M holes with M � N , then at least one hole must contain atleast two objects. A further elaboration goes as follows: if kN + 1 objects are to be placedin M holes with M � N , then at least one hole must contain at least k + 1 objects. (Theprevious case took k = 1. The �rst case took k = 1 and N =M .) And so on.The pigeon hole principle seems trivial and in some ways it is. So it's astonishing thatit can be used to solve such a wide variety of interesting problems. This week we'll focuson these kinds of problems. In practice, it is often quite easy to identify a problem as onerequiring the use of the pigeon hole principle. But it is often challenging to determine whatpart of the problem should play the role of the \pigeons" and what should play the role ofthe \holes."Virtually all of the problems I list here were taken from Chapter 4 of Mathematical Circles(Russian Experience), by Dmitri Fomin, Sergey Genkin, and Ilia Itenberg published by theAmerican Math Society. The website http://www.ma.umist.ac.uk/avb/Pigeon.html isalso full of good problems.
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2 PIGEON HOLE PRINCIPLEexercises i1. A bag contains beads of two colors, black and white. What is the minimum numberof beads that must be drawn from the bag (without looking) in order to guarantee that onehas drawn two beads of the same color?2. A million pine trees grow in a forest. It is known that no pine tree has more than600,000 needles. Prove that there are two pine trees in the forest with the same number ofneedles.3. Given any set of 12 integers, show that one may always choose two of them so thattheir di�erence is divisible by 11.4. The maximum packing density for human hair is about 500 hairs per square centimeter,meaning that is reasonable to assume that no person has more than a million hairs on theirhead. The population of Utah is about 2 million. Prove that there are two people in Utahwith the same number of hairs on their head.5. Twenty-�ve crates of apples are delivered to a store. Each crate contains the samekind of apples, and there are three possible varieties. Prove that among these crates thereare at least nine containing the same variety of apples.6. Suppose there are M soccer teams (each with 11 team members) gathered at the SaltLake City airport. The teams are trying to travel to San Diego for a tournament. Badweather has canceled most ights so that now there are only 10 ights, each of which cantake onlyM players. One team member decided to beat the weather and drove to San Diegobefore the storm. Prove that at least one complete team will arrive in San Diego for thetournament.7. Given 8 di�erent natural numbers, none greater than 15, show that at least three pairsof them have the same positive di�erence.



PIGEON HOLE PRINCIPLE 3exercises ii1. Consider any group of �ve people. Prove or disprove: there are two that have anidentical number of friends within the group.2. Several soccer teams enter a tournament in which each team plays every other teamexactly once. Show that at any moment during the tournament there will be two teamswhich have played, up to that moment, an identical number of fames.3. What is the largest number of squares on an 8-by-8 chessboard which can be coloredgreen so that in any arrangement of \trominos" of the form
at least one square is not colored green?4. What is the smallest number of squares on an 8-by-8 chessboard which can be coloredgreen so that in any tromino at least one square is colored green?5. Ten students solved a total of 35 SAT problems. Each problem was solved by exactlyone student. There is at least one student who solved exactly one problem, one who solvedexactly two, and one who solved exactly three. Prove or disprove: there is also one studentwho solved at least �ve problems.



4 PIGEON HOLE PRINCIPLEexercises iii1. What is the largest number of kings which can be placed on a chessboard so that notwo of them put each other in check?2. Show that an equilateral triangle cannot be covered completely by two smaller equi-lateral triangles.3. Fifty-one points are scattered inside a square with a side of 1 meter. Prove thatsome set of three of these points can be covered by a square with side length equal to 20centimeters.4. 2001 ies are inside a cube of side 1. Prove that three of them are within a sphere ofradius 1/11.



PIGEON HOLE PRINCIPLE 5exercises iv1. Prove that among any six people, there are either three people each of whom knowseach other (i.e. there is a \clique" of three people), or else there are three people who aremutual strangers.2. Show that there are two powers of two which di�er by a multiple of 1987.3. Prove that among any 52 integers, two can always be found such that the di�erence oftheir squares is divisible by 100.4. Prove that there exists an integer divisible by 1987 whose decimal representationconsists entirely of 1's.5. Show that there exists a number of the form 10m � 1 which is divisible by 2004.6. Prove that there exists a power of three that end with the three digits 001 (in its usualbase-ten form).7. Fill each box in a 3-by-3 arrangement of boxes with either 1, 0, or �1. For any sucharrangement that of the eight row, column, and diagonal sums, two sums must be equal.8. The digits 1; 2; : : : ; 9 are divided in three groups. Prove that product of the numbersin one of the groups must exceed 71.9. Consider any subset of 10 integers. Prove that there exists a subset of them whosesum is divisible by 10.



6 PIGEON HOLE PRINCIPLEchallenges1. Let a be irrational. Prove that there are in�nitely many rational numbers r = p=q(written in lowest terms) so that ja� rj < q�2:2. Prove that among 52 natural numbers, one can �nd two numbers m and n such thateither the sum m+ n or di�erence m� n is divisible by 100.3. Given n integers, prove that there are there is a subset whose sum is divisible by n.4. Five points are positioned inside an equilateral triangle of side 1. Prove that there aretwo of them a distance less than 0.5 from each other.5. Prove that some power of 2 has a decimal expansion that begins with 1999.; i.e. provethere exists n such that 2n = 1999 : : : :


